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Abstract

In this comnil¡nication, a design of a cinema hatl suitable for climatic conditions in an arid zone has

been presented. The various cooling techniques, namely evaporative cooling, wind tower' ventilation/

infiltration and natu¡al cooling, have been incorporated in the design to achieve thermal comfort during

the period of operation. The design parameters have been optimized on the basis of numerical computations

after establishing an energ/ balance for each.component of a cinema hall' It is observed that cooling

treatment, i.e., a wind tower with a cooling pool on the roof provides reasonable thermal comfort i¡rside

the enclosu¡e.

Keyu'ords: passive cooling, solar energy, solar arcNtecture

Introduction

Human beings have a tolerance for a very naxrow

range of temperatures. Any changes of temperature
in an upward or downward direction decelerate
human activity, and bring a sense of discomfort'
Additionally the human body is also sensitive to
humidity, radiation and air movement' Man's quest

for seeking protection against the vagaries of these
factors has led to the construction of shelters in-

corporating solar architectu-re, with evaporative and

natural cooling through roofs' walls a¡rd windows'
Solar passive systems offer simple and inexpensive

means of space-conditioning in buildings. One pas-

sive cooli¡rg system in dry climates relies on evap-

orative cooìing, which can be accomplished by a
number of techniques such as an open roof pond,

a thin water film vs. the flow of water over the
surface. This concept of reducing heat flux is well
known; for example, see ref. l. Houghton et a'L'

[2] reported the results of cooling produced by an

open roof pond and spraying ofwater over the roof
and found that these methods were effective in
reclucing the heat flux through all types of roofs'
It was interesting to note [1,3, 4] that the sur-
rounding air is aìso cooled and, being heavier than
hot air, slides down the walls of a building; much
of the chilled air drifts into the building due to

inûltration and ventilation and cools the internal

environment.
Several workers [5-71 studied experimentally the

performance of di-fferent cooling approaches, but
no systematic analysis of these techniques is avail-

able in the literature so far. Some computer models

for calculating the thermat load in the presence of
a roof pond are available; however, the lack of
effects of different parameters explicitly hindered

their practical applicability. Sodha et aL' [8, 9Ì

anaJysed the problem of reduction of heat flux by
(i) evaporation of a rvater film maintained over the

roof, and (ü) the flow of water over the roof. Studies

on natural cooling and heating of a greenhouse

were undertaken by Mannam and Cheema [10]'
In this paper, an efrorl has been made to formulate

a mathematical model for the thermal load of a

non-air-conditioned building, a cinema hall, which

has a high occupancy per unit floor area. Suitable

measures axe suggested for batancing the thermal

load to produce a sense of comfort among the

occupants by application of design concepts' r¡n-

proved landscaping of the surroundings' and pro-

cesses of naturaVradiant, evaporative cooling and

the wind toruer effect. The effects of a wind tower

[11], evaporative cooling [1], and ventilation/inûl-
tration, etc., have also been incorporated in the
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therrnal analysis to produce a different design par-
ticuJarly.

Different cooling concepts

Design concepts essentially mean ircluding or
capturing the heat produced by the sun, which carr
be achieved by the orientation of the building in
relation to the sun, and partly by either one or the
combination of various techniques, such as shading,
reflection, insulation, etc. Cooling of the building
by passive systems can be provided through uti-
lization of natural heat sinks or sources of natural
cooling energies given in Table 1.

The term passive in relation to cooling mearìs
that the technique does not include the use of a
fan or a pump when its application might enhance
performance. This term emphasizes the utilization
of natural heat transfer processes for heat and natu¡al
si¡rks enabling reflection of heat from the building
Lrzl.

A brief description of various cooling techniques
follows.

(a) Euaporatiue cooling [13, 14]
(i) RooJ surJa,ce euaporation
Evaporation is a very potent source of cooling

which can work during the day and at night. In
surruner, due to the high elevation of the sun, the
intensity of radiation over a roof surface is signif-
icant. This is particularly true in a tropical climate.
Hence reduction of the heat flux across a roof is
a prime requirement in the therma.l design of the
building for hot or tropical climates. There are many
well-lcnown processes of improving thermal per-
formance of roofs such as increasing roof thiclcness,
inserting additional insulation, adding a false ceiling,
shading the roof, and using surface reflective treat-
ments. However, the most economicaì as weì.I as
effective method of reducing heat flux is by roof
surface evaporation. This can be accomplished by
maintaining an open roof pond or spraying the roof
surface intermittently I2l.The evaporation is more
effective if the water is sprinkled over a suitable
water retentive material (e.g., gUnny bags) spread

TABLD 1. Classification of cooling arrangements

Cooling Arranqement
I

I
Eva porat ive Cooling

over the roof surf'ace to lessen heat capacity and
thus providing a uniform rÀ/et su¡f'ace [61. Solar
radiation falling on the water ûlm is utilized ir water
evaporation and thus is prevented from entering
the room below. In addition to the cooling of the
roof, evaporation also causes cooling of air above
the roof. As a result the air becomes heavier than
hot air and slides down the walls of the building.
Besides providing a comfortable environment, this
cool air d¡ifts into the living space due to infiltration
and venti-lation, replacing the room air, thereby
aiding thermal comfort. This system is suitable for
single-storey structules. It aÌso provides a large
water-ai¡ interface area for more evaporation. It has
an additional advantage over the roof pond system;
because of its large thermal mass, in addition to
water evaporation, it stores substantial heat; this
causes some heat to flow into the living space.

(ä) Ch,i;rnra /uird, totters
Wind towers or "wind catchers" harness the

prevailing summer wind to cool it down and circulate
it through the building. The upper part of the wind
tower is divided into ai¡ passages which terminate
into openings on the top. These openings have wet
gunny bags as shown in Fig. 1. Evaporative cooling
occurs when the unsaturated air comes into contact
with the bags, partially evaporates and the tem-
perature of the ai¡ is lowered as its vapour content
is increased. Also since it is a sÌoping roof, the
tower is created at the apex. The sloped roof provides
a larger surface area for heat transfer to ambient
ai¡. The wind velocity at the apex is higher, hence
there is an increase in the convective heat transfer
coefficient for the surface to outside. This type of
roof is almost normal to the wind direction. The
circulation of cooled ai¡ inside the enclosu¡e can
be affected either by natural circuìation or forced
ci¡culation.

(b) Natural cooling
(i.) RoÅ,iati,ue cooling
Any material surface emits electromagnetic ra-

diation of a wavelength inversely related to its
temperature. The radiation emitted from the surface
of the sun, referred to as short-wave radiation has
a spectral range of 0.25-3 microns with peak ra-
diation at about 0.5 microns. The longwave radiation
emitted from_ the surface of the ea¡th is in the
spectral range of 5-30 microns with peak radiation
about lO microns. Constant exchange of radiant
energ/ in the long-range spectrum takes place be-
tween buildings and the atmosphere: any element
of the externaì enveìope of the building which sees
the sþ emits longwave radiation towards it. This

Natural Cooling

evapora
Roo Su f ace

10n
Hind Tower RâdiàLion Convection
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Fig. l. Cross-sectional view of the proposed cinema hall
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radiation is continuous overthe whole spectral range.
Roofs being the buiìding elements with the highest
exposure to the sky are the most effective com-
ponents to be used as ìongwave radiation [12] and
therefore most attempts to utilize radiative cooling
techniques for the cooling of buitdings focus on
various technical solutions for roofs. Emission of
longwave radiation takes pìace during the day,
though an exposed roof may absorb solar energr
that outweighs its longwave radiation, i.e., the net
effect may be of heating rather than of cooling.
Since most cooling is achieved at night, it is referred
to as nocturnal radiation. In building heat transfer
processes, heat is lost a¡rd gained by radiation and
through convection and conduction as well as by
radiation. For cooling buildings by radiation, the
net radiant exchange between devices on the earth
and the sþ is of interest.

Deep space can be considered an inûnite sink
for radiant emission from the earth; atmospheric
carbon dioxide and water vapour intervene in the
radiation exchange by absorbing much of the long-
wave radiation. The sþ radiates longwave radiation
at a rate similar in magnitude but slightìy less than
the rate of the earth's radiation to the sþ. Because
the longwave absorption by the atmosphere is di-
rectly related to the \¡/ater vapour content of the
air, the effective temperature of the sþ is a function
of humidity and the dry-bulb temperature of the air
near the ground. Therefore the effect of radiant

cooìing is significant and most applicable in dry
arid regions.

(ü) Conuection
In warm regions where night temperature in sum-

mer is below the comforù range (e.g., below 20 .C),

it is possible to store the coolness of the night air
by passing it through the building or through a¡ry
storage such as gravel mass. This is because of the
large surface area provided by ground mass for
heat trartsfer. On the next day, outside ai¡ can be
drawn through the ground mass before passing it
into the ìiving space.

(¿ä) Ea?I,h air tunr¿el/ground cooli,ng
Ground cooling is possible with the help of an

qnderground tunnel. The tunnel runs from the bot-
tom of a tower to the basement of the building to
be cooled. As the temperature of the ground is
much less than the day ambient temperatu-re, the
ambient air, besides being cooled along its path
down the tower, further cools down in the tunnel
because of sensible cooling in the ground. This air
can then be circulated in the living space according
to need. The provision of an earth ai¡ tunnel in-
tegrated with the cinema is shown in Figs. 2 and,
3 []51.
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(c) Orientati.on
An east-west orientation for the building has been

selected for the building to present the reduced
walì areas to the east and west and thereby to
reduce the solar load on the building.

vL + 4'0?

Foyers/uerand,as
The east side has extended foyers and a recessed

entra¡rie with a¡r overhang of 1.75 m which reduces
the solar load on this wall. The projection room
extends out from the wall over an area of 3 m by
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Wind'ottss artÅ d.oors
The location of the windowand doors allownatural

wind movement' Also, their positions allow the

movement of people in and out under all conditions'

Since the wind d.irection is from west to southwest'

wherever possible windows and doors have been

provided.

Au'd'i'tori'u;rn
The effective a.rea of the auditorium measures

35.3 mx 17.8 m. It is an enclosed space with very

wool, alt insulating material.

RooJ
ThJ cross-sectional view of a room of the proposed

cinema hall with a wind tower arrangement is shown

in Fig. l. The top of the roof is generally made up

of asÉestos sheet with proper wooden support from

the bottom of the roof. This arrangement can be

considered as an air cavity to ci¡culate cooled air

available ttuough a wind tower, inside the cinema

hall, particutarly during nighttime' There is an inlet

op"r,irrg on both sides for cooled air through the

wind tower. The opening of the i¡ùet for cooled air

depends on the direction of the wind outside the

cinema hall. The asbestos roof is supported by

wooden purlins with a wooden false ceiling as shown

in Fig. 1.

throu active sYs-

tems, air heaters'

Thec endesigned

2. The cross-sectional views of the cinema hatl with

and without the wind tower are shown in Figs' I
and 3, respectively. It has the entrance foyer with

a¡r electrical room and an office adoining' An exit

veranda is on the north side with two openings'

The foyer has m and

an emergency a O'23'

m-thick brick of the

east wall there are no windows or ventilators' Along

the south wall there is an overhang 0'609 m wide

and a protruding projection room' There are toilets

along a wall of 17.8 m, together with ventiìators

and windows, which are surrounded by a corridor
1.4 m wide. F\rrLher dat¿ on the building components

are given in Table 2.

The main enclosu¡e of the auditorium seats 806

people. In this zone, the heat gain is minimal as it
is enctosed on all sides with ancillary activities'

'Weather Parameters

For most
dry climate.
of August,
360 mm. Fo
a mild winter.

The characteristics of arid climates are:

(i) high diurnal ranges of temperature and ir-
solation level (Fig. 4);

(ii) fairly good, consistent wind, mostly dry

throughout the Year;
(iü) very low annual rainfall a¡rd hence low relative

humiditY.
The overa.ll climatic parameters indicate that the

main comfort demand will be for cooling during

the hot season a¡rd dehumidiûcation during the

monsoon. Winter heating is not an important design

consideration as direct gains tluough south-facing

walls will provide a good degree of comfort'

General formulation

In a building, heat conveyance takes place due

to conduction, convection, radiation and a transfer

of mass in the case of an evaporate cooling system'

In this case, the thermal modetling of the proposed

cinema hall is based on the folìowing assumptions:

2 m. On the west side is the blank 2OO-cm-thick

brick wall plastered (12 mm thick) on both sides'

This side has no openings for doors and ventilators'

In order to optimize the thermal performance of

the cinema hall on the basis of an energy balance

for each component (walls, roof, air tunnel), the

verandas can be considered as air cavity charurels'

Wa,Ils
The norbh and south walls contribute very little

to the heat load of the building; overhangs provided

for these walls effectively reduce the sola¡ load'

Design cun'cepts
The most important consideration in the building

design has been creating comfortable conditions

t.

I
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TABLE 2. Building data of proposed cinema haÌl

Component A¡ea
(m')

Material Subcomponent*

West wall

East wall

South wall

North wall

Roof 1

Roof 2

26.7 x9.7
:26O.48

26.7 x9.7
:26O.48

6I.2x9.7
:593.64

6r.2x9.7
:593.64

26.8x47.3
: 1268.8

26.8x23
:619.o

Vw¡

DE,

DEz

DE,

'wEr

VSt

DNt

DNz

Openings for
the stai¡case

0.6 x 0.6
:0.36

4.8x2.4
- 71.52

2.4x2.4
:5.76

2.4x2.4
- 5.76

1.0 x 1.5
: 1.5

18 (0.6 x 0.6)
:6.48

2.4x2.4
:5.76

2.4x2.4
:5.76

(i) 2x5.76
: 11.52

(ü) 1.2 x 3.6
:4.3

Rema¡ks

'Wall insulated
from inside

lMall insulated
from inside

Wall insulated
from inside

'Wall insulated
from inside

Brick

Brick

Area
(*') Materiaì

Glazing

Glazing

GÌazing

'Wood

Glazing

Glazing

'Wood

Brick

Brick

*V, D and'W represent ventilator , door and window respectively: E,'w, N and s represent ea.st, u'est, north and south.

Time (hr.)
FE. 4. Hourly variation of solar intensity and ambient air
temperature. +<- global radiation, _Þ ambient temper_
ature.

(iü) thermal capacity of isothermal mass is neg-
ligible;

(iv) thermaì capacity of roof material is negtigibte;
(v) quantþ of metabolic heat produced ii insig_

nifica¡rt.
The basic enerry balance in J/s (W) for different

components (roof, walls, doors, floor, wind tower
and enclosed air) of the proposed cinema hall can
be written as in the following Sections.

Roof treatm,ent
As mentioned earlier, the evaporative cooling

technique is the best method to stop the incoming
solar radiation through the roof. I¡ this process,
the solar radiation incident on the roof is transfened
back to the external atmosphere in the form of
evaporation which heìps to reduce the room tem_
perature inside the cinema hall. The energ/ bala¡rce
of an elemental length dn of the roof, Fig. 5, can
be written as [f 6]:

(o./* - eA.R)b dr : ri¿*C*S *dr
+(0"*+O*+9.*)b dr+UR(T*-Tùb dn (1)

r200

40

20

oc)
ô¡L
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o
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o,cl
E
ù

C
ô¡

õ
E
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o

aoo
E

3
c
o
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!
o
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oô
o
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o o
4 I l2 16 20 24

(i) in room air temperature;
(ii) ses/gains through the walls,

doors been taken as under steady_
state where
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(2b)

I

b

-lo,Fig. 5. Cross-sectional

F\rrthermore, the average v¡ater temperature over
the roof lenglh from ø:O to r:L,

the proposed cinema hall.
1 - exp( -atL,)

atL,

view of water flowing over the roof of

1

)l1-

Q*:h*(T*-T)
Q.*: /2.*(?*- ?)
Q*:h*(T*-T)

hn: [(?*+ 273)4 - leo
T*-T^

f"to : (f" + 273) - 12 : T"+ 261

and

ryt -,t, | (2c)I wout - t wlr-In

The net flux entering inside the room through the
roof can be written as

gR: t/R(r*- rR) (3)

where

-arL)
0tL,

Llg

+
I

C*n
+

L*o

K*,
rS[/n:

1

ho

*:[å.æ"*å**] 
'

Therefore

dr* , (h+UÐb 41 -Í^, r LÍr ,T r-h ,r\ b

ff + -ffi T*:{a,I'-+ URTR +htI^r 
rrL*C*

(2)

Equation (2) becomes,

* * atT*:Í{t)ar
The solution of the above equation with the help
of initial conditions, namelY

T*1"-s:T^- |
: ?*" (say)

can be written as

.-: (#)[1-exp( -,,'r)] ]?*o exp(-ø1ø)

(2a)

where

lùL:5.7

h":5.7 + 3.8 V; V is wind velocity [17]'

WaLk
The net heat gain/loss per square metre through

a wall (8*) can be written as:

Q*: U*(".o-ZÐ @)

where

fzr, r 1 1l-'u*: 
lè, *, 

* c*, * ," * ,"1
is an overall heat transfer coefûcient through a wall
and

dI* eA,R
f.": î *T^- 7 tt the sola¡ temperature.

Outside the wall, eA¡B:O for walls.

GrounÅ,
The net heat toss/gain per square metre through

the floor of the cinema hall in steady-state conditions
can t¡e written as:

Qc: Uue(În -f ò (5)
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where

T- =7,
and

"":l;.rr=]
Door

The net heat loss/gain per square metre through
a door can be written as

Q¡:Ue(Tp-T) (6)
where

The soìution of eqn. (Zb) with initial condition
?ncl,-o:?nci: (T^-Z)
generally can be written as

f^
Tnc: ? [1 -exp( -azr)f*?n", -úzr (g)O,2

Now, the net thermal energr loss from the encìosed
ai¡ of the cinema hall can be written as

Q *c : riL*c C u(?* - ?o" l, _r,)

:*-""^l#h(r^-r)

.(ry# -r.",) exp(- ',"r] (e)

It is clear from the above equation that the value
of Qnc shoutd be positive for cooling the enclosed
ai¡ of the cinema hall. Furtherrnore, ihe conditions
for cooling can be described as foilows:

(i) the flow rate rz¡" should be high;
(ii) exp(-ørz.) should be at a 

^u*irn.rrn 
which

implies that the flow rate should be at a maximum
(in accordance with (i)), that the air charnel should
be perfectly insulated, and that the cooled ai¡ should
be fed directly into the enclosure, i.e., L.:e.
Earth ai,r tunnel
. le{errin8 to Fig. 7 the ai¡ at arnbient temperature
is fed through a tu¡urel which is at a lower tem_perature for a wet shaded surface (see Tabte B).
The velocity of air in the tunnel becomes lower dueto a large cross-sectional area which is essential
from a cooling/heating point of view. The cooled
air is extracted through the outlet of the tunnel and
di¡ected inside the cinema hall to provide thermal
comfort for occupants.

In order to write an energ/ balance equation for
the earth air tunnel, the following assumptions have
been made:

(i) the tururel is of uniform cross_section;
(ii) surface temperatures of the earth ai¡ tunnel

remain constant during the operation.
Considering an infinitesimal element of the tunnel,

the heat balance equation can be written as [15]:

h,

h,o

1

h2"

1

h2'

+

+

+

+

Lu
K*
Lb

Kb

*] 
'

;l

;l 
'

+
LD

KD
uo: 1

hl
+

Wind, tou.¡er

. Jhu wind will pass through either one of two
inlets, which will havewetted gurury bags depending
upon the duration of daylnight op"ræion of thã
wind tower. At night, the temperaCure of the wind
is generally in the comfortabìe range, hence thereis no need to use the soaked gur*--y U"g..

In order to write an energ/ balance of the wind
passing through the wind tower and roof channel,
one can use the Bernoulli's theorem as follows (Fig.
6):

Awtv*:2b^dpupç ea)
and

rilncc^# *
: Ih"(T"- ?*c) + h,õ(TR- ?Rc) lbR dr, (7b)

where

ritpç: bpd,p puu¡.ç

bn

Tnc Air flow
direction

uR

I

Fig.-6. Cross-secrional *:, rhe roof channet inregrated wirhwind tower (A*rV* : 2b¡1d,1ru p¿).

/
/

//-----/-'/
/ /t

t,l
li tIt
¡l

f-)-- -
I

I

L

,l

- riLC^
AT

ùA
La:b(Q.+Q") 

^a
(10)
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I

Ì9Yi*

ïvhere 8" *d 0. co¡respond to convection and

evaporation heat losses respectively from the hot
air io unit surface area of the tr¡nnel' In terms of
measurable quantities

Q":h.(T^-T,) (11)

If the tunnel is wet, vapour transfer also takes

place, which may be evaluated as foIows:

rn*:ho(w"-w) Q2)

where W'" is the humidity ratio of the air in a

saturated state and ho is the mass transfer coefrcient'
The enthalpy balance can be written as

Cw,-w:Z(r^-r) (13)
--Y

Therefore,

,u: ry (r^-r,) (14)

and the amount of heat associated with water vapoÌrr

is

Q":ú¡'C^(T^-7.) (15)

The convective heat transfer coefficient lz. and

the mass transfer coeffcient he are related as [18]:

h.: K la\" (16)
ILD D^p"\D I
Substitution of eqns. (11) and (15) in eqn' (10)

and integration with the initiaì condition that at

U:O, T: ?a6 orl€ obtains

where the vaìue of C" is the sum of the speciflc

heat of dry air and that of the water vapour associated

with it.
Thus,

c.: (i.005 + r.884wx 103 J/kg 'C (18)

The rate of cooled air transferred inside the cinema

hatt is given bY

Qør: -rhC^ LT (19)

Infiltr ation / u entilnti'on efre ct
The infiltration of air from inside the cinema hall

due to inûltration and ventilation to ambient air

[19, 20] can be written as

Q.*..r:Vo +VJTR-T^) (20)

where

V":2463Mi@+N') LRlgIC^

v | : M r(N +N"xc" + 1.884ÃH)/C'

Now the eners¡ balance of air enclosed inside

the cinema hall, including all parameters mentioned

above, can be written as:

8*Á*"* >
i-E,W'N'S

+ lQpÁo * Q"c * Qn'r * Qi',r¡'"^t

dr-:M^C^-:ï
at

The above equation can be solved for the inside

room temperature of a cirema hall for a given initial
condition. The same expression can be used to
optimize the optimal use of various cooìing tech-

* h.oc")bL

)l

Å

A?: (?*u - ?,) 1-exp -h"
riL*C"

(1 7)



niques for achieving the thermar comfort in a cinemahall. Furcher each'cooling technique can be alsodesigned for given parameters of a cinema hall.Equation (21) can be rewritter, ,ft*-"rUstitutingthe various expressions ro, O al;;ù;;",
d?-
¡i +a,rn:f(t) 

ez)
The solution of eqn. (22) is

r": + (1 - exp( - ø¿)) + ?Ro exp( - ør)

where an expression for a a,ndf(t) can be obt¿inedafter algebraic maniput"ri." ;d'";;; room rem_peratwe at ú:0.
The efrect of isothermal mass has not been takeninto account because of low isothermal Åass in thecinema hall.

Numerical results and d.iscussion

, The_ following design and climatical parametershave been used to evaluate tire insìãË room airtemperature of the cinema ¡raU Ceqn. fáZll
(1) Design pajrz,m.eters

The dimensions of the proposed cinema hall havebeen given in Tabte 2 and ¡iã".-i,"ä e.

(a) Roof
a¡:0.4, eA.B- 220 

^ 
W/mz,^ rrz*:O.Og kg/s,C * : 4^7 90 J/k^g "C, UI : 6.2 w/mr.C,ï : ò. u, e : 0. g,ø:5.6x10-8 W/mz, Lnt:47.8 fr,'Lnz:23 m

þ) Walts

___1 : 0.3, h": 7OWm2 "C, eA¡? : 60 W/m2,t/w: B.g\M/m2 "c
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(c) Flaor
Uor: t.8 Wmz "C, ?_ : BO "C

t*:l 3. Ground temperature at a depth of 4.0 m for variousconditions of the upper surface [15]

TVpe of ground surface Temperature at
a depth of 4.0 m
('c)

Dry sunlit and glazed
Dry sunlit
Wet sunlit
Dry shaded
'Wet shaded

51
30
19
22
17

Climatic param.eters

(d) Door
t/o:0.5 Wm2 'C

(e) Wind touer
V-:6 m,/s, .A*,'¡: Z4xI firz,dn:O.Z1m, Ò¡:26.g

3, q:^I0OO J/kg "C, hv:2.5 w/m; õ ,"a h":9.2w/mz "c

(l) Earth tLlî¿nel.
The tunn

ditions are urface con-

Jodhpur cri is valid for
unlit upper

cross-sectional area of earth ai¡ tunnel(m')
area of ground floor (m2)
cross-sectional area ofi¡ùet pipe to earthair tunnel (m2)
area of roof (m2)
cross-sectiona.l area of the wind tower(m')

Nomenclature

Ae,,

áo.
AP

Af
áu"r



l--- l st doy 2nó doy

perimeter of the tunnel surface (m)
width of roof channel (m)
width of earth turunel (m)
specific heat of enclosed air (JlKg 'C)
air conductance of spacing in roof (W
m2 "c)
specific heat of water (J/kg "C)
vapour diffusivity 1m7s)
mass diffusivity (m2lÐ
depth of roof channel (m)
elemental length along ø direction (m)
depth of earth air tururel (m)
convective and radiative heat transfer coef-
ficient for V:0 (Wmz "C)
convective heat transfer coefficient from
flowing air to the contact roof and vice
versa (W/mz "C)
convective heat transfer coefûcient at in-
ner su¡face of the tururel (Wm2 'C)
convective heat transfer coefrcient from
water to ambient (Wm2 'C)
evaporative heat transfer coefficient from
water to ambient CWrn2 "C)
convective heat transfer coefficient from
irurer surface of walls/roof/doors to en-
closed air (Wm2 "C)
convective and radiative heat transfer coef-
ficient at the outer surface (W/m2 'C)

I 
-Room 

lcmpctolure wilhdl ony l@olrcnt
[ 
- 

Evoporqtrng coot¡ng

n 
-w¡nd 

towcr (18-?¿) Evoporoting coolng
I[-Eorth or¡ tunncl

hu
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3td doy

overall heat transfer coefficient from air
of roof charurel to ambient through top
of channel cover (Wm2 "C)
radiative heat transfer coefficient from
water to ambient (Wmz "C)
mass tra¡rsfer coefficient (kg/s "C)
solar intensity on the roof (Wm2¡
solar intensiry of wall (Wmz)
thermal conductivity of asbestos (flm
"c)
thermal conductivity of roof ceiling ma-
terial (Wm 'C)
thermal conductivity of g¡ound layer ma-
terial CWm "C)
thermal conductivity of walls/doors (W
m "c)
thermal conductivity of door material CW
m "c)
thermal conductivity of differentroof com-
ponents CWm "C)

thiclaness of roof asbestos sheet (m)

length of earth tururel (m)
thiclsress of ground layer (m)

thickness of wall (m)
thickness of different roof components
(m)

ol

I
I

':
P

o
õo
E

tsmpcEtu€

--lw.¿r*, F- --lwrno løerþ-
ope¡olrnqoPeroÙng operolitrg

5 12 18 2¿ 6 t2 2L 6 12 '18 2t,

h-- Eorth.tunnet----l þ_ Eorrh Tuær_-l l-_gonn lø¡*__l
Fig. 8. Hourþ variation of room temperature under different cooling treatment.
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b
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hi

ho
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IR

r*
K^r,
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¿*"
riL
nL*

riznc

M^
¡/

-¿V"

þ"

F*

unr

w
Wr
Y

€A^R

P"
o
-g

a

thiclsress of roof ceiling (m)
mass flow rate of air (kg/m2 s)
rate of evaporation of water mass (kg/
m' s)
mass flou¡ rate of ai¡ in the roof channel
(kgs)
mass of enclosed air Ckg)
number of air changes per hou¡ from door
ventilation
number of air changes per hour from
window openings
partial pressure of saturated water vapour
at ambient temperature CN/m2)
partial pressÌrre of satu¡ated water vapou.r
at water temperature CN/m2)
average heat flux coming into the room
through various components, CWm2)
net flux due to convection CW/m2¡
heat transferred from water surface to
ambient by convection (W'/m2)
heat flr¡x due to evaporation OM/mz;
heat transfemed from Ìyater surface to
ambient by evaporation
heat tra¡rsferred from water surface by
radiation (Wm'z¡
energ/ transfened through door (W'lmz)
energ¡ transferred from the ground sur-
face (Wmz)
rate of heat flux received from the roof
CWm2;
tunnel air temperature CC)
roof temperature made up of asbestos
("c)
tunnel irùet air temperature (.C)
turmel surface temperature (.C)
sþ temperature ("C)
temperature of water ("C)
temperature of wind tunnel ("C)
outlet roof water temperature ("C)
ambient air temperature (.C)
room ai¡ temperature ("C)
inlet roof channel temperature ("C)
roof channel temperature ("C)
room temperature at t:0 ("C)
roof water temperature at t:0 ("C)
overall heat transfer coefficient for the
roof (Wm2)
overa-ll heat transfer coefficient from the
room to inside ground, CWm2 .C)
overall heat transfer coefficient through
door (Wm2'C)
velocity through roof charu¡el (m/s)
velocity of flowing air (m s-t)
velocþ of air through inlet pipe to earth
air tunnel (Fig. 5c) (m/s)

velocity of air through earth ai¡ tunnel
(Fig. 7) (m/s)
humidity ratio
saturated humidþ ratio
position coordinate (m)

absorptivity of the surface
thermal diffusivity of ai¡
absorptivity of the roof surface
relative humidity
difference in internal and external read-
ings of relative humidiff
change in tururel air temperature (.C)
emissivity
longwave radiation exchange betrveen sur-
face and sþ
density of air (kg m-t)
Stefa¡r-Boltzmann constant
latent heat of vaporization (J/kS)

a
d.g

a\
7
A.RH

AT
e

a
a
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